


Epson Scan with Easy Photo Fix® technology
Restore faded color photos back to their original
brilliance

Epson Copy Utility
Copy documents and photos with ease

LaserSoft Imaging® SilverFast® (Version SE 6
with the Perfection V700 Photo and Version
Ai 6 with the Perfection V750-M Pro)
Control highlights and shadows, gradations,
selective and global color, sharpening,
descreening and scaling with this powerful
scanning software

Adobe® Photoshop® Elements
Process digital images for print, e-mail, or posting
on the Web

ABBYY® FineReader® Sprint Plus OCR
Edit important documents with high-accuracy
character recognition or scan them into standard
word processing applications

MonacoEZcolor™ (Perfection V750-M Pro only)
Create custom scanner profiles with the included
transparent and reflective IT8 targets

Optimize each scan with the exclusive Dual Lens
System from Epson
- Automatically selects from two lenses for the 

desired scan resolution

Scan images with precision color and detail

- Delivers unparalleled performance with 6400 
dpi optical resolution

Enjoy remarkable tonal range and greater shadow
detail

- Provides a 4.0 Dmax for smooth gradations and
fine shadow detail

Remove dust and scratches from film plus many
types of surface defects from prints

- Includes Digital ICE™ Technologies, so you 
can automatically remove dust and scratches 
to minimize costly retouching

Maximize image quality and achieve over
33 percent faster scans with High Pass Optics
(Perfection V750-M Pro only)

- Offers remarkable image quality with 
anti-reflective optical coatings and a high-
reflection mirror

Remove scratches and reduce the appearance of
grain in black-and-white negatives (Perfection
V750-M Pro only)

- Offers specialized fluid mount capabilities*

- Makes it easy to achieve greater productivity with
convenient film holders

Batch scan multiple slides and negatives

- Scans film frames automatically

Do more with your film and photos

- Includes professional software titles for added 
versatility and control

* Scanning fluid and supplies not included

Scanner technology Groundbreaking 
6400 dpi

resolution

Comprehensive software package


